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By Lawrence C. Ross

Thunder's Mouth Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Money Shot: The Wild Days
and Lonely Nights Inside the Black Porn Industry, Lawrence C. Ross, Money Shot chronicles the
African American porn industry's steady rise to the mainstream. Lawrence Ross, a prominent
journalist and lecturer, details a year in the life of porn star Lexington Steele, whose eleven-inch
penis and $75,000 per-movie-fee made him one of the most famous figures in the porn industry.
Beginning and ending with Lexington Steele as the book's narrative thread, Ross conducts
hundreds of interviews with college professors, industry insiders, and porn stars themselves,
providing an insider's view of the often dangerous and disheartening reality of the black porn
industry. His research uncovers a world fraught with sexual and racial politics. He describes an AIDS
crisis that threatens the lives and careers of several black porn stars, the racism that implicitly
prohibits interracial sex scenes in porn films, the moral implications of black female porn stars
working as escorts to wealthy African Americans, and much more. Money Shot humanizes those
who participate in a largely inhumane occupation--it is a cautionary tale for those who thought
that what they are seeing on the screen is simply...
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It becomes an amazing ebook that we have possibly read through. It is really simplified but surprises within the 50 % from the ebook. You can expect to like
how the blogger compose this book.
-- Ms. Sha ina  Leg r os III--  Ms. Sha ina  Leg r os III

This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom  Fisher-- Tom  Fisher
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